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Genre: Action, Strategy
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Ninja Kiwi
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 (32 & 64bit)

Processor: 1.5Ghz or better

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 2.0 compatible, ATI, Nvidia or Intel HD

Storage: 512 MB available space

Sound Card: Windows compatible sound card

English,French,Italian,German,Danish,Finnish,Japanese,Korean,Norwegian,Russian,Swedish,Turkish
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This is a beautiful game. The colors and the music are very relaxing. Great way to unwind after a long day. Old, antiquated, but
if your into nostalgia and classic games then this might be for you.. I will name only the negatives so if you want to read the
pro's scroll down.

This game is very fun with friends and you will read that alot in the review list,
But i think its missing some features that could make the game endless fun.

I played it a good couple of hours but after a while you have seen it all and i think with a game like this the sandbox aspect
should be much more ambitious.

(this is more like a letter to the devs)
-The editor is pretty shallow.
-Add more guns or make an editor where you make you own weapons.
-More destructible terrain.
-add an option to add blood & dismemberment ( i mean common its a stickfighter game)
-Far to less updates and fixes.
-Why is the ice in the editor undestructible.
-ADD MORE PROPS !!!

. Obviously a bit dated, but my daughter aged 5 really enjoyed it. No time pressure and good puzzles for a kid that age.. If
Endwar got the BF2142 treatment, it'd make this game, Only real issue with it is that it doesn't have MP bots, but the missions
are solid. Worthy at a discount.. i played the beta for like 6 minutes, reminded me a lot of Anomaly.

Then the beta key i was given on an official givaway was Revoked. apparently the devs gave full keys by accident, then revoked
them.. One of many games that seem like something I could get into if more people played it. also playing the instant matches it
seems like it's hard to know whats going on. it was hard tell what was going on, i wasnt even sure that anyone else was in the
match.. quite a fun city sim game set in ancient egypt - there are a few tricks that require some online research in order to play
succesfully.. Excellent little war game
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Rouge-like ? Casuals pls.....

Half Hour and i Beated allrdy 2 Full runs.
Bosses are Funny first time but then its boring and repeating.
You get Spammed with runes and some are just way to overpowerd.
Like the 180° Shoot all you do is turning the cursor in the other direction and you have such damage output that even the boss is
dieing in a Minute.

Well fun game if you play it once. But not fun to replay because everything is the same. Boss Mechanics ? Pls...

Maybee good game for Beginners and Casuals but if you look for a real Rouge-like your wrong here.. I've gone from thinking
this is one of the best word games on Steam to thinking it must be the worst.

It starts off well, a good challenge with an interesting variety of levels. About half way through the game it goes off the rails.
The difficulty level spikes and it becomes less of a word game and more about constantly retrying a level hoping for some
decent letters. The timed levels are also annoying given the poor controls.. Amazing dlc for fans of this game. As an indie game
developer myself I really enjoyed reading this short book. It's really inspiring and encouraging story.
Also you can test and play 6 different versions of SanctuaryRPG from one of the earliest to april 2014 build. List of all builds
according to readme:
NOV 2012: Generic RPG 1.0 (~1 Week)
DEC 2012: CL RPG 1.0 (~2 Weeks)
JAN 2013: FLUXX RPG 1.0 (~1 Month)
FEB 2013: SanctuaryRPG Alpha 0.5.7 (~2 Months)
MAR 2013: SanctuaryRPG Beta 1.3 (~3 Months)
APR 2014: SanctuaryRPG 1.0.0 (~16 Months)
And let's not forget about gorgeous ASCII art by Angel!
So this is an awesome and must-have pack for fans of this amazing game. Great way to support the devs. I hope that Black Shell
Media will continue making unusual and great games and don't forget...
The first rule of potatoes is you have to talk about potatoes.
The second rule of potatoes is you have to eat potatoes.
The third rule of potatoes is you must do what the potato says.
The fourth rule of potatoes is you trust in the power of the spud.
The fifth rule of potatoes is there will always be more rules . Good job HikerGames.. Did NES return in our world? Definitely -
YES!). First off, this is my first time with a Swords & Sandals game.

I guess I'd describe it as a very simplified game regarding all mechanics, fighting, gathering of materials and so on, it's all only a
click away mostly. (combat has a bit of Ghostlords and similar Battle RPG's feel to it)

Sailing around the seas reminds me of Sunless Sea, again it's a simplified version as you don't shoot at anything you just run into it
and grab loot or talk to the captain. (which makes it possible to trade, duel or full on attack)

At the same time absolutely everything is very hardcore RNG based, how much you find when searching for resources and so on
but you can decrease it by getting the skills for fishing/exploring for instance.

If you don't like instant failure state due to losing a roll of the dice then this game is not for you as you might die due to eating that
eel, you can avoid this mostly by never clicking "adventure". (which of course will mean you'll miss very nice loot...)

Issues;
Keeping morale up is quite hard, they're very easily bored apparently, a game mechanic I know but it seems a bit "off" - not sure if
different crews (viking compared to X) crave different things or if it just drops X points per X. (it's not properly explained)

That is really the thing for me TBH, few things are explained, I'm not asking for someone to hold my hand through it but some
things are a bit trial'n'error like what resources you'll get when gathering resources, maybe add a small icon of the game's icon.
(resources comes in materials for instance, maybe a small icon showing which potential resources you can get from each "actions"?)
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Outside of that I've enjoyed my time with the game, fairly silly and nice humour, simple it is but in a good way.

Extra thumbs up for a developer that clearly listens as well, always an extra plus.
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